May 10, 2022
Via e-mail
Samuel Levine, Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade Commission
Slevine1@ftc.gov
Re:

Complaint requesting action to enjoin false and deceptive
advertising by American Humane

Dear Director Levine:
On behalf of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), I am
writing to request that the Federal Trade Commission investigate and enjoin
American Humane Association, doing business as American Humane –
First to Serve (AH), operating through its American Humane Certified
(AHC) Pet Provider program, from using false and misleading claims in
advertising in apparent violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15
U.S.C. §§ 45–58.
As explained in further detail in the attached complaint, AH falsely and
misleadingly asserts that all animals from AHC pet providers receive the
highest level of care, and that AHC pet providers take the next step to treat
animals humanely and ethically. Consumers consider such claims material
and understand them to mean that AHC pet providers adhere to standards
above the industry norms. But AH’s humane policy fails to support these
claims as the standards allow providers to house animals in conditions that
fail to meet their behavioral needs and can cause them severe harm.
Further, AH’s recently certified pet provider, Petco, has a documented
history of inhumanely treating animals—including administering medication
improperly, maintaining filthy living conditions, and providing animals
insufficient lighting—contrary to AH’s claim that AHC pet providers “are
distinguished as those that prioritize animals welfare above all else.”
PETA respectfully requests that the FTC aid consumers by enjoining AH
from making these deceptive claims relating to animal care.
Very truly yours,

Legal Fellow
(862) 283-1517 | ReginaL@petaf.org
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I. INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to Federal Trade Commission (FTC) regulations, 16 C.F.R. §§ 2.1–2.2, People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) hereby requests that the FTC investigate and commence an
enforcement action against American Humane Association (AH), operating through its American
Humane Certified (AHC) Pet Provider program, for engaging in false and misleading advertising
in apparent violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 45–58 (FTC Act).
Specifically, AH deceives consumers about the level of care and the treatment animals receive
from AHC pet providers.
As stated on its website and in its mission statement, AH is “committed to ensuring the safety,
welfare and well-being of animals.”1 AH claims to provide services “[t]o elevate standards and
shine a spotlight on those who take good care of their animals.”2 To support this effort, AH
developed “independent, science-based humane certification dedicated solely to helping ensure
the welfare and humane treatment of the animals.”3 AH makes the following assertions on its
website regarding its AHC Pet Provider program, which certifies pet providers and other live
animal suppliers:
American Humane Certified brands are distinguished as those that
prioritize animal welfare above all else.4
Consumers can be confident that when they see the American
Humane Certified™ seal, they know the pets they are welcoming
into their homes have received the highest level of care and
attention.5
All small mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates and
aquatic life at certified pet care centers and animal supplier facilities
are not only in good physical condition but enjoy excellent overall
welfare.6
Certified providers should be commended for proactively taking the
next step to ensure animals in their care are treated humanely and
ethically.7

American Humane Association, Dep’t of the Treasury Internal Revenue Serv. Form 990 49 (2020),
https://www.americanhumane.org/app/uploads/2022/03/AH-990-FY21-public-disclosure.pdf [hereinafter AH Tax
Form 990]; First to Serve, AM. HUMANE, https://www.americanhumane.org/about-us/ (last visited Apr. 15, 2022).
2
AH Tax Form 990, supra note 1, at 51.
3
Id.; see Certified Pet Providers, AM. HUMANE, https://www.americanhumane.org/program/pet-provider/ (last
visited Apr. 11, 2022).
4
Why Choose an American Humane Certified Pet Provider, AM. HUMANE, https://www.americanhumane.org/
program/pet-provider/ (last visited Apr. 15, 2022).
5
Certified Pet Providers, supra note 3 (emphasis added).
6
Id. (emphasis added).
7
Id. (emphasis added).
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Through explicit statements and omissions in its advertising, AH deceives consumers by creating
the impression that AHC pet providers go beyond industry standards (i.e., AHC pet providers have
taken the “next step”) by providing the “highest level of care” to “all” animals in their custody.8
Likewise, consumers perceive the claim “treated humanely” to mean that certified pet providers
maintain a standard of care that is higher than general industry practices. Consumers have, and
must be able to maintain, a reasonable expectation that when the AH claims animals receive the
highest level of care from AHC pet providers, that such a description is truthful. However, this
assertion is not true.
AH publishes standards for pet providers that can divided into two basic categories, those that
“must” be achieved and those that “should” be achieved.9 Thus, it appears that a provider can
obtain certification by complying with minimal standards (e.g., mammals must be separated by
species in enclosures) while the other standards remain aspirational (e.g., all animals should be
housed under conditions that provide sufficient space).10 AH’s “humane” certification gives pet
providers discretion whether to provide perched birds enough space to spread their wings and turn
around without obstruction, to maintain enclosures in good repair, and to provide lighting that
supports the animal’s normal circadian rhythm,11 all of which risk causing birds severe physical
and/or psychological injury. Consumers do not believe that confining animals to cramped spaces
in conditions that jeopardize their welfare is consistent with the claim “treated humanely.”12 If
consumers were aware of the minimal standards underling AH’s humane policy, many would
likely not prioritize patronizing an AHC pet provider over a non-AHC pet provider.
Consumers cannot determine firsthand the level of care animals receive from pet providers because
consumers cannot observe how pet providers care for the animals. As AH has certified its first
(and, currently, only) pet provider, Petco, in March 2022, prompt action by the Commission is
critical before additional certifications are issued.13 Accordingly, PETA submits this citizens’
complaint, pursuant to Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45, requesting that the Commission
take action to stop AH from deceiving consumers with false and misleading representations
relating to the animal care provided by AHC pet providers.

8

See id. (emphasis added).
See generally Nontraditional Companion Animal and Aquatic Certification Standards Pet Provider Locations, AM.
HUMANE (2022), https://www.americanhumane.org/app/uploads/2022/03/AH-Standards-Pet-Provider-Locations-13-22-1.pdf [hereinafter Pet Provider Locations Standards]; Nontraditional Companion Animal and Aquatic
Certification Standards Live Animal Suppliers, AM. HUMANE (2022), https://www.americanhumane.org/
app/uploads/2022/03/AH-Standards-Animal-Suppliers-1-3-22-1.pdf [hereinafter Live Animal Suppliers Standards].
10
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6–7; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 6.
11
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6–7; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 6–7.
12
Cf. Consumer Reports Aims to Ban “Natural” Label, MEAT+POULTRY (June 16, 2014),
http://www.meatpoultry.com/articles/news_home/Trends/2014/06/Consumer_Reports_aims_to_ban_n.
aspx?ID=%7BC49A9FD4-0039-4C4A-B9F3-F45492ECE987%7D (describing a survey conducted by Consumer
Reports National Research Center in which ninety percent of respondents considered “humanely raised” to mean
that animals had adequate living space).
13
Petco Becomes First Pet Retailer in History to Be Awarded Coveted American Humane Certified Seal of
Approval, AM. HUMANE (Mar, 23, 2022), https://www.americanhumane.org/press-release/petco-becomes-first-petretailer-in-history-to-be-awarded-coveted-american-humane-certifiedtm-seal-of-approval/; American Humane
Certified Pet Provider, AM. HUMANE, https://www.americanhumane.org/certified-pet-providers/ (last visited Apr.
15, 2022).
9
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II. PARTIES
A. Petitioner
Petitioner People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc. is a Virginia non-stock corporation
and animal protection charity pursuant to Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Dedicated to protecting animals from abuse, neglect, and cruelty, PETA engages in activities such
as cruelty investigations, research, newsgathering, investigative reporting, and protest campaigns
to further its mission. PETA strives to educate consumers about the true meaning of animal care
claims encountered in the marketplace.
B. Respondent
Respondent American Humane Association doing business as American Humane – First to Serve,
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization incorporated in Washington, D.C. and headquartered at 1400
16th St. N.W., Ste. 360, Washington, DC, 20036, describes itself as the world’s largest certifier of
animal welfare.14 AH describes itself as “the nation’s voice for the protection of animals, . . .
reach[ing] millions of people daily via groundbreaking research, education, training and services
that span a wide network of organizations, agencies and businesses.”15
III. STATEMENT OF FACTS
As described herein, AH has issued, and continues to issue, unlawfully false and misleading
representations about the level of care and treatment that all animals of AHC pet providers
receive.16 Specifically, AH asserts that the AHC seal represents that all animals from AHC pet
providers receive the “highest level of care and attention” and that they take the “next step to ensure
animals in their care are treated humanely and ethically.”17
AH publishes standards for both pet provider locations and live animal suppliers (collectively, “pet
providers”).18 A pet provider does not need to meet all of the AHC standards to obtain certification.
The standards consist of three core principles that must be addressed satisfactorily and other
standards, not all of which are mandatory. Pursuant to the core principles, an auditor must not
observe willful acts or unintentional signs of animal abuse or neglect by any person at the facility,
the facility must have an appropriate veterinary care plan, and the staff must be aware of facility’s
protocols and procedures and conduct themselves in a manner that promotes animal welfare.”19
Whereas some additional standards are described as mandatory (e.g., mammals must be separated

14

AH Tax Form 990, supra note 1, at 2 (2020); History, AM. HUMANE, https://www.americanhumane.org/aboutus/history/ (last visited Apr. 15, 2022); Helping Ensure the Welfare of the World’s Animals, AM. HUMANE (2021),
https://www.americanhumane.org/app/uploads/2021/07/Impact-Report-2021-Financials.pdf.
15
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 3.
16
See Certified Pet Providers, supra note 3.
17
Id. (emphases added).
18
See generally Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9.
19
Core Principles, AM. HUMANE, https://www.americanhumane.org/program/pet-provider/ (last visited Apr. 15,
2022).
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by species in enclosures and facility lighting must be sufficient to allow adequate cleaning and
inspections),20 the following provides a sampling of practices that merely “should” be followed:









All animals should be housed under conditions that provide sufficient space as well as
supplementary structures and resources required to meet physical, physiologic, and
behavioral needs.21
Enclosures should enable birds to spread their wings and turn around while perched without
touching the enclosure ceiling, floor or walls with their head, tail or wings.22
Lighting cycles in animal rooms should support the animal's (mammals, birds, reptiles, and
aquatic life) normal circadian rhythm.23
Animals should be housed in appropriate numbers to prevent overcrowding and meet
American Humane space Guidelines.24
All enclosures should be kept in good repair to prevent escape of or injury to animals,
promote physical comfort, and facilitate sanitation and servicing.25
The bird housing areas should be at the appropriate temperature.26
Amphibians that climb should have branches or ledges on which to perch.27
Nesting material should be provided to all mice, rats, gerbils, and hamster species.28

Reliance on the AHC seal gives consumers a false assurance that they are supporting businesses
that provide not only better treatment to animals than other companies, but also the highest level
of care in the industry.29 However, the AHC seal misrepresents the level of care for animals that
the reasonable consumer would expect from a third-party’s certification of a pet provider described
as “humane,” or touted as providing the highest level of care. This misconception leads consumers
to patronize a business they otherwise may not.30 Because many consumers are likely to purchase
from an AHC pet provider specifically because of what they believe that seal signifies, the
misleading nature of the seal embodies the Commission’s policy that deceptive claims are
actionable when they are material, i.e., they influence purchasing decisions because they involve
information that is important to the consumer. FTC intervention carries particular importance in
this instance because of the lack of market restraints on these misleading claims.

20

Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6–7; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 6, 26.
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 6.
22
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 7; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 7.
23
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 7.
24
Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 6.
25
Id.; Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6.
26
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 8; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 8.
27
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 9; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 9.
28
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 11; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 11.
29
See Certified Pet Providers, supra note 3.
30
Cf. Cory Schroder, Why Supporting Animal Welfare Will Become A Must for Modern Brands, LATANA (Oct. 8,
2021), https://latana.com/post/supporting-animal-welfare/ (“[N]early 90% of consumers want an independent, third
party certifying animal products for humane treatment.”); Farm Animal Welfare Certification Guide, ASPCA 4 (Jan.
2017), https://www.aspca.org/sites/default/files/frm-wlfr-cert-guide-feb2017.pdf (noting that sixty-seven percent of
consumers state that they would purchase welfare-certified products even if it means a rise in price).
21
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IV. LEGAL STANDARD
The FTC Act declares unfair or deceptive acts or practices unlawful.31 The elements of deception
include: (1) an oral or written representation, omission, or practice, (2) that is likely to mislead a
reasonable consumer, and (3) that is material.32
The FTC Act’s “ban against false and misleading advertisements and representations applies to
that which is suggested as well as that which is asserted.”33 Although “words and sentences may
be literally and technically true [they may be] framed in such a setting as to mislead or deceive.”34
Indeed, “[a] deceptive impression may be created by implication and innuendo without affirmative
misrepresentation or misstating a single fact.”35
The FTC Act applies to deceptive omissions, including telling a half truth and omitting the rest.
The Act requires an advertiser “to disclose qualifying information necessary to prevent one of his
affirmative statements from creating a misleading impression.”36 For example, in Horizon Corp.,
the Commission held that Horizon violated the FTC Act in part because many of Horizon’s
representations “consisted of partial truths, or literal or technical truths, framed in a setting to
mislead or deceive.”37 The Commission found that, “[i]n several respects, Horizon’s sales
techniques left material issues vague. The record [t]herein reveal[ed] widespread confusion and a
lack of understanding about critical elements of Horizon’s property and Horizon’s obligations, all
conducive to Horizon’s objectives.”38
Deceptive advertising “must be judged by viewing it as a whole.”39 The Commission is “required
to look at the complete advertisement and formulate [its] opinions on the basis of the net general
impression conveyed by them and not on isolated excerpts.”40 The focus is the “entire mosaic . . .
rather than each tile separately.”41
The Commission’s concern focuses on the “message conveyed or the implication created in the
mind of the ordinary purchaser.”42 The law is made to protect the public—“that vast multitude . . .
who, in making purchases, do not stop to analyze, but are governed by appearances and general
impressions.”43 An objective reasonable standard determines whether advertising is false

31

15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(1).
See FTC Policy Statement on Deception, FED. TRADE COMM’N § I (Oct. 14, 1983).
33
Raymond Lee Org., Inc., 92 F.T.C. 489, 591 (1978).
34
Horizon Corp., 97 F.T.C. 464, 732 (1981) (quoting Bockenstette v. F.T.C., 134 F.2d 369, 371 (10th Cir. 1943)).
35
MacMillan, Inc., 96 F.T.C. 208, 301 (1980).
36
Int’l Harvester Co., 104 F.T.C. 949, 1057 (1984).
37
97 F.T.C. 464, 741 (1981).
38
97 F.T.C. at 741–42.
39
Beneficial Corp. v. FTC, 542 F.2d 611, 617 (3d Cir. 1976).
40
Standard Oil of Cal., 84 F.T.C. 1401, 1471 (1974), modified, 96 F.T.C. 380 (1980).
41
FTC v. Sterling Drug, Inc., 317 F.2d 669, 674 (2d Cir. 1963).
42
Horizon Corp., 97 F.T.C. 464, 741(1981) (emphasis added).
43
P. Lorillard Co., 186 F.2d at 58; see FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 32, § III; Warner-Lambert
Co., 86 F.T.C. 1398, 1415 n.4 (1975), aff’d, 562 F.2d 749 (D.C. Cir. 1977) (evaluating the claim from the
perspective of the “average listener”); Grolier, Inc., 91 F.T.C. 315, 430 (1978) (considering the “net impression”
made on the “general populace”).
32
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or misleading.44 As long as an advertisement “reasonably can be interpreted in a misleading way
[it] is deceptive, even though other, non-misleading interpretations may be equally possible.”45
A deceptive representation, omission, or practice is actionable under the FTC Act if it is
“material.”46 A material misrepresentation is “one which is likely to affect a consumer’s choice of
or conduct regarding a product. In other words, it is information that is important to consumers.”47
This is a subjective standard.48 “[I]f consumers prefer one product to another, the Commission
[does] not determine whether that preference is objectively justified.”49
An expressed claim is presumed material since “the willingness of a business to promote its
products reflects a belief that consumers are interested in the advertising.”50 The Commission will
also infer materiality when “evidence exists that a seller intended to make an implied claim.”51
Recognizing that “seals and certifications are a useful tool that can help consumers choose where
to place their trust and how to spend their money,” the FTC has pursued third party certifiers for
violating the FTC Act.52 In 2011, for example, the FTC successfully took action against Tested
Green, a company that sold environmental certifications to businesses that produced “green”
products or used “green” processes in the manufacture of goods and services.53 Tested Green
deceptively claimed that two independent firms endorsed the certifications when, in fact, both
firms were owned and operated by the owner of Tested Green.54 The FTC settlement barred Tested
Green and its owner from making misrepresentations when selling any product, including making
any representations about a user or endorser “unless they clearly and prominently disclose any
connection they have with the endorser if one exists.”55 The FTC’s director commented: “The FTC
will continue to weed out deceptive seals and certifications like the one in this case.”56

44

See Ortega v. Natural Balance, Inc., 300 F.R.D. 422, 428–29 (C.D. Cal. 2014).
Telebrands Corp., No. 9313, 2004 WL 3155567, at *32 (F.T.C. Sept. 15, 2004).
46
See FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 32, § IV.
47
Id. (endnote omitted).
48
Id. § IV n.46.
49
Id.
50
Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 447 U.S. 557, 568 (1980).
51
FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 32, § IV.
52
FTC Settlement Ends “Tested Green” Certifications that Were Neither Tested nor Green, FTC (Jan. 11, 2011),
https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/news/press-releases/2011/01/ftc-settlement-ends-tested-green-certifications-wereneither-tested-nor-green (quoting David Vladeck, the director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection).
53
See id.; Complaint at 2, In re Nonprofit Management LLC, F.T.C. File No. 102 3064 (Feb. 23, 2011) (No. C4315), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2011/03/110301testedgreencmpt.pdf.
54
See FTC Settlement Ends “Tested Green” Certifications that were Neither Tested nor Green, supra note 52.
55
See id.
56
Decision and Order at 4, In re Nonprofit Management LLC, F.T.C. File No. 102 3064 (Feb. 23, 2011) (No. C4315), https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2011/03/110301testedgreendo.pdf.
45
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V. CLAIMS
A. AH’s Certifications Mislead Consumers Regarding the Treatment of Animals,
Deceiving Consumers into Supporting AHC Pet Providers.
1.

AH Represents That Its Certified Pet Providers Treat All Animals
Humanely.

The “entire mosaic” of AH’s advertising, including the American Humane Certified seal and
statements AH makes on its website, provides a net general impression that AHC pet providers
treat animals humanely.
The AH seal itself, which AHC pet providers advertise to the public, indicates “humane”:57

Concrete statements on AH’s website supplement and reinforce the message that animals are
“treated humanely”:





American Humane Certified brands are distinguished as those that prioritize animal welfare
above all else.58
Consumers can be confident that when they see the American Humane Certified™ seal,
they know the pets they are welcoming into their homes have received the highest level of
care and attention.59
All small mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates and aquatic life at certified
pet care centers and animal supplier facilities are not only in good physical condition but
enjoy excellent overall welfare.60
Certified providers should be commended for proactively taking the next step to ensure
animals in their care are treated humanely and ethically.61

AH claims that “rigorous audits administered by independent American Humane inspectors”
verify the practices of pet providers.62 Thus, AH offers consumers third party assurance that their
certified pet providers meet the highest standards.63
57

See American Humane Certification, PETCO, https://corporate.petco.com/american-humane-certification (last
visited Apr. 15, 2022).
58
Why Choose an American Humane Certified Pet Provider, supra note 4.
59
Certified Pet Providers, supra note 3 (emphasis added).
60
Id. (emphasis added).
61
Id. (emphasis added).
62
Id.
63
See id.
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2. Consumers Are Concerned About the Humane Treatment of Animals and
That Concern Renders the Respondent’s Deceptive Claims Material.
Consumers are concerned about the welfare of animals. According to the 2021-2022 American Pet
Products Association (APPA) National Pet Owners Survey, seventy percent of U.S. households—
or 90.5 million homes—have companion animals at home.64 An estimated $109.6 billion was spent
on companion animals in the U.S. in 2021—over a five percent increase from the previous year.65
Companion animals are regarded as family members and animal welfare has ranked as a top cause
for American consumers.66 Consumer perception about pet providers continues to evolve as
deceptive practices are exposed, as discussed further below, and consumers become aware of the
inhumane treatment animals receive from pet providers. For example, strong consumer concern
about the welfare of puppies in pet stores has resulted in “more than 370 cities and towns, as well
as several states, moving to prohibit the sales of puppy mill dogs in stores”67 and has fueled the
trend of consumers adopting dogs instead of purchasing them because “it [is] the right thing to
do.”68
The results of numerous surveys reinforce the understanding that consumer buying decisions are
influenced by humane assertions. A 2019 survey conducted by AH reported that “77 percent of
respondents said it’s important to see a third-party certification label on the packages of chicken
they purchase to help ensure it was humanely treated. Over half said they would pay more for
chicken that has been certified as humane.”69 More than three quarters of the 5,900 Americans
polled in another 2019 AH survey stated that they were willing to pay more for humanely raised
eggs, meat, and dairy products.70 Likewise, in a 2018 survey conducted by the Foundation for Meat

64

Pet Industry Market Size, Trends & Ownership Statistics, APPA, https://www.americanpetproducts.org/
press_industrytrends.asp (last visited Apr. 15, 2022).
65
Id. (“In 2020, $103.6 billion was spend on our pets in the U.S. . . . For 2021, it is estimated that $109.6 billion will
be spend on our pets in the U.S.”).
66
More Than Ever, Pets Are Members of the Family, PR NEWSWIRE (July 16, 2015), https://www.prnewswire.com/
news-releases/more-than-ever-pets-are-members-of-the-family-300114501.html; Animal Welfare, Children’s
Education, Hunger Are Top Three Causes Americans Care About in 2018, PR NEWSWIRE (Apr. 19, 2018),
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/animal-welfare-childrens-education-hunger-are-top-three-causesamericans-care-about-in-2018-300632831.html (describing a 2018 study done by Ketchum Purpose which gathered
responses from 1,000 adults, 41% of which chose animal welfare as their number one concern).
67
Petland: Exposed, HUMANE SOC’Y, https://www.humanesociety.org/petland (last visited Apr. 15, 2022). Puppy
mills supply the majority of pet shops with puppies. The Pet Trade, PETA, https://www.peta.org/issues/animalcompanion-issues/pet-trade/ (last visited Apr. 15, 2022).
68
Courtney Bir, et al., Public Perception of Dog Acquisition: Sources, Rationales and Expenditures, CTR. FOR
ANIMAL WELFARE SCIENCE AT PURDUE UNIV. 5–6 (June 2016), https://vet.purdue.edu/CAWS/files/documents/
20160602-public-perceptions-of-dog-acquisition.pdf.
69
Survey Reveals Consumers Want to See Humane Certification on Chicken Packages to Help Ensure Humane
Treatment, AM. HUMANE (July 22, 2019), https://www.americanhumane.org/press-release/survey-revealsconsumers-want-to-see-humane-certification-on-chicken-packages-to-help-ensure-humane-treatment/.
70
American Humane, Farmers, and Leading Food Organizations Go to Capitol Hill to Urge Americans to Set a
Humane Table for the Holidays and Support Humane Farm Practices, AP NEWS (Nov. 15, 2019),
https://apnews.com/press-release/pr-newswire/science-business-lifestyle-animals-holidays8c793eaf30a0f896e4b22ad9c564cad2.
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& Poultry Research & Education, 67% of the 389 respondents claimed they were more likely to
purchase a meat or poultry product identified as “humanely-raised” over a conventional product.71
Clearly, consumers’ purchasing decisions are impacted by claims related to animal care and
treatment, and AH’s assertions promoting humane pet provider practices reflect its
acknowledgment that consumers will rely on its seal and representations.
3. AH’s Humane Policy Does Not Differ, or Differs Immaterially, from
Standard Industry Practices.
AH asserts that “[c]onsumers can be confident that when they see the American Humane
Certified™ seal, they know the pets they are welcoming into their homes have received the highest
level of care and attention.”72 However, because many of the standards are discretionary, AH’s
humane policy either does not differ, or differs immaterially, from standard industry practices. In
fact, by using the term “should,” AH acknowledges that a higher standard exists while, at the same
time, not requiring that pet providers meet those higher standards. Consequently, a pet provider
may be certified even though it confines animals in crowded and low-lit environments that are
insufficient to meet the animals’ behavioral needs.
AHC standards do not require that all animals be housed under conditions that provide them
sufficient space.73 For example, enclosures are not required to be large enough to enable birds to
spread their wings and turn around while perched without touching the enclosure ceiling, floor or
walls with their head, tail or wings.74 Small cages prevent birds from engaging in natural behaviors
that directly implicate their welfare and has been linked to birds experiencing frustration, boredom,
loneliness, and anxiety from confinement.75 AHC standards also do not require animal suppliers
to house animals in appropriate numbers to prevent overcrowding.76 Overcrowding has been linked
to stress-induced maladies, including liver disease, heart trouble, and physiological disorders.77
AHC standards require sufficient facility lighting to allow adequate cleaning and inspections but
do not require that lighting cycles support the animal’s (mammals, birds, reptiles, and aquatic life)
normal circadian rhythm.78 Circadian rhythms regulate almost all physiological processes in
animals, including sleep and cognition.79 A disruption of circadian regulation is associated with a
wide variety of adverse health consequences. In mammals, a disruption of circadian systems may
71

2018 Power of Meat, FOUND. FOR MEAT & POULTRY RSCH. & EDUC. 48 (2018), http://www.meatconference.com/
sites/default/files/books/Power_of_meat_2018.pdf.
72
Certified Pet Providers, supra note 3 (emphasis added).
73
See Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 6.
74
See Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 7; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 7.
75
Joanne Paul-Murphy, Foundations in Avian Welfare, in CURRENT THERAPY IN AVIAN MEDICINE AND SURGERY
671 (Brian L. Speer ed., 2016).
76
See Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 6.
77
Animal Crowding Raises Mortality, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 11, 1964), https://www.nytimes.com/1964/02/11/archives/
animal-crowding-raises-mortality-diseases-caused-by-stress-said-to.html#:~:text=WASHINGTON%2C%20Feb.,
suffer%20liver%20and%20heart%20ailments.
78
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 6; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 7, 26.
79
S.K. Tahajjul Taufique, Artificial Light at Night, Higher Brain Functions Associated Neuronal Changes: An
Avian Perspective, MDPI 38, 38 (Jan. 21, 2022), https://www.mdpi.com/2673-6004/3/1/3/htm.
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cause physiological dysfunction.80 Studies have shown that a no-night, or dim light at night,
environment has negative effects on both cognitive performances and depression in birds.81
AHC pet providers are not required to provide nesting material to all mice, rats, gerbils, and
hamster species.82 However, studies show that mice need the opportunity to perform burrowing
behavior, as opposed to simply being provided with a ready-formed burrow.83 Frustration and
reduced welfare result when an animal has a need to perform a behavior but is kept in a condition
where the animal is unable to do so.84 Similarly, AHC pet providers are not required to provide
amphibians branches or ledges on which to perch.85 Enrichments promote general welfare and can
affect an animal’s interactions with their environment, reduce fearfulness, and promote physical
exercise.86
In the absence of mandatory space, lighting, and behavioral enrichment requirements, AH’s
standards are neither at the highest level nor even at the next step on a humane care continuum.
The discretion afforded by AH’s humane policy allows AHC pet providers to engage in practices
that simply meet the minimum standards in the industry.
4. Conditions at Petco, an AHC Pet Provider, Evince the Misleading Nature
of the “Humane” Certification.
Despite Petco’s history involving the inhumane treatment of animals, in March 2022, AH certified
Petco as its first AHC pet provider.87 Whereas AHC brands are supposedly “distinguished as those
that prioritize animal welfare above all else,” Petco has distinguished itself as a company that
prioritizes profits over animal welfare.88 AH claims that AHC pet providers “set themselves apart
from others and give pet owners assurance that their pets have been treated well at every step on
the journey to their new family.”89 But Petco’s partnerships with various pet suppliers have
discredited this assertion, giving consumers more reason for concern than comfort.

80

Yanling Xie et al., New Insights into the Circadian Rhythm and Its Related Diseases, FRONTIERS IN PHYSIOLOGY
(June 25, 2019), https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fphys.2019.00682/full (Circadian Rhythm Disorder
and Diseases).
81
Taufique, supra note 79, at 41.
82
See Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 11; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 11.
83
See THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR AND WELFARE 52 (Daniel S. Mills et al. eds., 2010)
(Evidence for behavioural needs); C.M. Sherwin, Studies on the Motivation for Burrowing by Laboratory Mice,
APA PSYCNET (2004), https://psycnet.apa.org/record/2004-18226-012.
84
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR AND WELFARE, supra note 83 (Evidence for behavioural
needs).
85
Pet Provider Locations Standards, supra note 9, at 9; Live Animal Suppliers Standards, supra note 9, at 9.
86
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR AND WELFARE, supra note 83, at 221–22 (Enrichment
aims).
87
Petco Becomes First Pet Retailer in History to Be Awarded Coveted American Humane Certified Seal of
Approval, AM. HUMANE (Mar, 23, 2022), https://www.americanhumane.org/press-release/petco-becomes-first-petretailer-in-history-to-be-awarded-coveted-american-humane-certifiedtm-seal-of-approval/; American Humane
Certified Pet Provider, supra note 13.
88
Why Choose an American Humane Certified Pet Provider, supra note 4.
89
Id. (emphasis added).
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In 2019 the Colorado Department of Agriculture cited multiple Petco stores with a total of more
than eighty violations of the state’s Pet Animal Care Facilities Act, including for neglect, filth, and
poor recordkeeping.90 Other violations related to improperly administering medication, providing
insufficient lighting, and allowing an excessive amount of dead fish in a tank.
Through its live animal supplier partnerships, Petco has been affiliated with horrific animal abuse.
As recently as July 2021, the USDA cited Petco supplier Sun Pet Ltd., a Georgia-based wholesale
animal dealer, for numerous violations of the Animal Welfare Act. Federal inspectors documented
that dead hamsters’ partially eaten bodies were found in nearly two dozen enclosures—and that a
hamster was eaten alive—along with other violations of six federal regulations. Gerbils had been
denied access to water for so long that they drank “voraciously” when finally given some, hamsters
were kept in cracked enclosures, “green fuzz” was found on spilled food, and boxes confining
hamsters were stacked precariously, “swaying . . . in the breeze.” Other animals suffered from
untreated eye problems, labored breathing, and hair and weight loss.
In 2016, a PETA eyewitness documented thousands of animals confined to plastic bins stacked in
shelving units like filing cabinet drawers at Holmes Farm, a massive animal dealer in Pennsylvania
that supplied hamsters, rabbits, gerbils, chinchillas, ferrets, and other small animals to hundreds of
pet stores across the eastern U.S., including to Petco.91 The USDA investigated and initially found
117 violations of 14 different federal laws, including 36 animals in need of veterinary care,
decomposing animals in bins with live animals, a free-roaming cat near bins holding guinea pigs,
an ammonia stench so strong that it burned federal agents’ eyes and noses, and statements by
Holmes Farm staff that they had learned to kill unwanted animals “on the internet.” 92 In August
2016, the Douglass Township Police Department charged Holmes Farm manager Clinton “Art”
Holmes with twenty-eight counts of cruelty to animals.93 In March 2017, Holmes pleaded guilty
to two of the counts.94 But for more than a month after Petco’s December 2015 visit to Holmes
Farm, and even as the USDA began its inspection, Petco continued to order and receive animals
by the hundreds from Holmes Farm.95
Petco’s sordid history associated with acts of illegal cruelty is illustrative of the company’s
indifference and profit-taking priority over animal welfare. Meanwhile, AH claims that “American
Humane Certified brands are distinguished as those that prioritize animal welfare above all else.”96
This humane claim does not comport with Petco’s documented past practices. Rather, the
certification seems to build upon the lucrative preexisting relationship between the two entities.

Jaw-Dropping New Records Reveal What Petco Doesn’t Want You to Know, PETA (Dec. 10, 2019),
https://www.peta.org/blog/new-records-suffering-colorado-petco-stores/.
91
Animals Frozen Alive, Crudely Gassed at Petco, Petsmart Supplier, PETA, https://investigations.peta.org/
animals-gassed-frozen-petco-petsmart/ (last visited Apr. 15, 2022).
92
Id.; see Ex. 1 (USDA Inspection Report, Jan. 5, 2016).
93
Carl Hessler Jr., Ex-Manager of Douglass (Mont.) Small Animal Farm Admits to Animal Cruelty, THE MERCURY
(Sept. 23, 2021, 11:34 AM), https://www.pottsmerc.com/2017/03/13/ex-manager-of-douglass-mont-small-animalfarm-admits-to-animal-cruelty/amp/.
94
Id.
95
Animals Frozen Alive, Crudely Gassed at Petco, Petsmart Supplier, supra note 91.
96
Why Choose an American Humane Certified Pet Provider, supra note 4.
90
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Petco has been a benefactor of AH for many years. Last month, Petco Love (formerly known as
The Petco Foundation) announced a $30,000 grant investment to support the American Humane
Sanctuary in Palm Beach, Florida.97 Petco Love has also been a repeat sponsor of AH’s annual
Hero Dog Awards.98 In 2017, Petco Foundation made a $5,000 general donation to AH.99 In 2015,
Petco donated kennels and other resources to support various AH rescue missions.100
In addition to direct fiscal ties, the two entities share several executive connections. Thomas
Edling, AH’s Chief Veterinary Officer, had been the Vice President of Veterinary Medicine at
Petco from 2003 until 2018.101 AH board member, Dr. J. Michael McFarland, and Petco Love
President, Susanne Kogurt, serve together as chair and vice chair, respectively, of the Humane
Animal Bond Research Institute, an entity formed by leaders at Petco, Zoetis, and American Pet
Products Association.102 McFarland is the Executive Vice President and Chief Medical Officer of
Zoetis.103
These connections highlight the dynamic relationship between AH and Petco that exists—the
extent of which is not overtly apparent to consumers—in the midst of Petco becoming the “first
pet retailer in history to be awarded the coveted AHC seal of approval.”104
.
B. The FTC Should Enforce the FTC Act Against AH Because AH’s False and
Misleading Claims Are Difficult for Consumers to Detect.
If a particular consumer group is targeted, or likely to be affected by an advertisement, the
Commission will examine advertising from the perspective of a reasonable member of the targeted
group.105 In determining which advertising claims to challenge, the Commission prioritizes “those
claims [that] are expensive for consumers . . . or are beyond the competence or expertise of
ordinary consumers to verify.”106 “Because of their lack of susceptibility to consumer assessment,”
97

See Petco Love Invests in Lifesaving Work of the American Humane Sanctuary, AM. HUMANE (Apr. 4, 2022),
https://www.americanhumane.org/press-release/petco-love-invests-in-lifesaving-work-of-the-american-humanesanctuary/.
98
See American Humane Hero Dog Awards, FACEBOOK (Oct. 16, 2021), https://www.facebook.com/
HeroDogAwards/photos/a.157090184350525/4433479870044847/ (“Thank you to #Hero Dog Awards sponsor,
Petco Love!”); American Humane Hero Dog Awards, FACEBOOK (Oct. 21, 2019), https://www.facebook.com/
HeroDogAwards/posts/2517910991601754 (naming Petco Foundation as a campaign sponsor).
99
See Ex. 2, at 33 (The Petco Foundation Tax Form 990, May 5, 2018).
100
See American Humane Hero Dog Awards, FACEBOOK (May 27, 2015), https://www.facebook.com/
HeroDogAwards/posts/858748817517988; Pilots N Paws, FACEBOOK (May 29, 2015), https://www.facebook.com/
watch/?v=893155584057065.
101
Thomas Edling, LINKEDIN, https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomas-edling-03039130/ (last visited Apr. 15, 2014).
102
See Staff & Board, AM. HUMANE, https://www.americanhumane.org/about-us/staff-board/ (last visited Apr. 15,
2022); Senior Leadership Team, PETCO LOVE, https://petcolove.org/our-organization/leadership-team/ (last visited
Apr. 15, 2022); Founders, HABRI, https://habri.org/about/founders/ (last visited Apr. 15, 2022).
103
See Staff & Board, AM. HUMANE, supra note 102.
104
American Humane Certification, supra note 57.
105
See FTC Policy Statement on Deception, supra note 32, § III.
106
Mary L. Azcuenaga, The Role of Advertising and Advertising Regulation in the Free Market, FTC (Apr. 8, 1997),
https://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/1997/04/role-advertising-and-advertising-regulation-free-market; see also
Roscoe B. Starek, III, The Consumer Protection Pyramid: Education, Self-Regulation, and Law Enforcement, FTC
(Dec. 2, 1997), https://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/1997/12/consumer-protection-pyramid-education-selfregulation-law-enforcement (“Some of the most harmful violations that we pursue involve deceptive ‘credence
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AH’s claims that pet providers treat animals humanely are of exactly the type “subject to more
intense scrutiny by the FTC.”107
It is often “difficult for consumers to detect . . . process attributes that . . . are important to
consumers for ethical reasons, such as the use of child labour, or harvesting techniques that
threaten an endangered species.”108 In 2010, then-Commissioner Julie Brill explained that ensuring
the truthfulness of environmental marketing claims is particularly important because “[c]onsumers
often cannot determine for themselves whether a product, package, or service is, in fact,
‘recyclable,’ ‘made with renewable energy,’ or possesses another environmental attribute that is
being promoted.”109 The same is true of AH’s humane claims. Consumers can easily ascertain the
price charged for an animal but they cannot observe or learn specifically of the treatment of that
animal during life. Furthermore, “[p]oor welfare in reptiles and amphibians is a particular problem
as it is far more difficult to detect than it is in mammals, for the simple reason that they lack the
facial expressions and vocalizations that draw attention to pain and distress.”110
If a product can be easily evaluated by the consumer, there is little likelihood of deception because
the company would lose repeat business if the product is deficient. Such is not the case when there
is asymmetric information regarding process attributes which, in this case, concern the treatment
of the living animals. The consumer relies on the AHC seal for information about treatment
practices but AH has access to far more complete and accurate information about those
practices.111 The AHC seal conveys to consumers that animals are humanely treated without
clearly and conspicuously disclosing the parallels between its practices and the minimum animal
welfare standards applicable to the industry. The consumer’s inability to discern the veracity of
the humane claim makes her more likely to be deceived or misled about the very information that
will lead her to patronize an AHC pet provider. As a result, her purchase may support a more
objectionable practice than she intended.

claims’—that is, claims whose accuracy is extremely difficult for consumers to assess based on their own
experiences.”).
107
Azcuenaga, supra note 106.
108
Jill E. Hobbs, Technical Barriers to Trade, in HANDBOOK ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE POLICY 394, 395 (William
A. Kerr & James D. Gaisford eds., 2011).
109
Julie Brill, Opening Keynote of FTC Commissioner Julie Brill, FED. TRADE COMM’N 1 (Nov. 18, 2010),
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/remarks-commissioner-juliebrill/101118promomarketingspeech.pdf.
110
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR AND WELFARE, supra note 83, at 236 (Exotic Companion
Animals).
111
Cf. David Blandford & Linda Fulponi, Emerging Public Concerns in Agriculture: Domestic Policies and
International Trade Commitments, 26 EUR. REV. OF AGRIC. ECON. 409, 409 (1999) (explaining that agricultural
economists recognize that, “[w]here producers are willing to supply products conforming to animal welfare
principles, but consumers are not able to distinguish between these and other goods, there is a dysfunction in the
market. Many goods produced by the food industry are best qualified as credence type goods, since their quality
cannot be discerned by consumers prior to or after purchase. By definition, a credence type good implies a market
with imperfect information: asymmetric information between the buyer and seller, thus a specific type of market
failure. Since consumers are not able to distinguish by quality (animal friendly), they may choose the lower quality
good and this may drive the higher quality good from the market. Labeling is the standard prescription for dealing
with different qualities while permitting consumer choice.”).
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AH takes advantage of the consumer’s concern for humane treatment of animals. The “humane”
seal and assertions regarding animal treatment made on its website deflect attention from AH’s
minimal standards and falsely assure the buying public that AHC pet providers have cared for
animals in a way that contrasts with the general treatment of animals within the industry. A
consumer considering which pet provider to patronize cannot readily recognize that there is little
or no material difference in the way an AHC pet provider treats animals and the way other
providers treat animals. If AH made clear to consumers that many of its required standards simply
conform to general practices of the pet industry, most consumers would not choose an AHC pet
provider over a non-AHC pet provider based on animal welfare considerations.
The “humane” claim, which produces a misleading effect on the well-intentioned but
informationally disadvantaged purchasing public, is unlawful. The Commission should adhere to
its announced policies and prioritize enforcement of the FTC Act against AH.
VI. RELIEF REQUESTED
AH’s deceptive and misleading advertising allegedly violates Section 5 of the FTC Act. PETA
urges the Commission to take action to stop AH from deceiving consumers about the animal care
provided by AHC pet providers. Contrary to AH’s claims, its standards track the prevailing
practices within the industry, nullifying any claim that AHC providers treat their animals in a
manner consistent with a reasonable consumer’s expectation of the import of a “humane” seal.
Many consumers would not prioritize AHC pet providers based on animal welfare considerations
absent the misleading claims and if they knew the truth—that many of AH’s standards correspond
to minimum animal welfare standards applicable to the industry. These consumers depend on the
Commission to protect them from AH’s deception and its misleading claims that take advantage
of their concern for animals. This complaint demands that AH be held accountable for misleading
consumers into believing that AHC pet providers treat animals in a way that differs from the
minimum standards within the industry and that the reasonable consumer would consider humane.
Accordingly, the undersigned petitioner respectfully requests that the Commission:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

require AH to cease and desist its AHC Pet Provider program;
require AH to disclose the actual conditions under which animals were treated
by any AHC pet provider;
require AH to disseminate corrective statements in all media in which the
misleading statements were previously disseminated;
require AH to disclose the actual audit reports of its certified pet providers; and
require AH to remove false or misleading statements from its advertising
including, but not limited to:
i. American Humane Certified brands are distinguished as those that
prioritize animal welfare above all else.
ii. Consumers can be confident that when they see the American
Humane Certified™ seal, they know the pets they are welcoming
into their homes have received the highest level of care and
attention.
14

(6)
(7)

iii. All small mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, invertebrates and
aquatic life at certified pet care centers and animal supplier facilities
are not only in good physical condition but enjoy excellent overall
welfare.
iv. Certified providers should be commended for proactively taking the
next step to ensure animals in their care are treated humanely and
ethically.
enjoin AH from making such misleading statements in the future; and
impose all other penalties as are just and proper.

DATED May 10, 2022.
For People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA)
By:

Regina Lazarus
Legal Fellow
PETA Foundation
1536 16th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(862) 283-1517
ReginaL@petaf.org
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MARTHA HOLMES

2.40(b)(2)

Type:

ROUTINE INSPECTION

Date:

05-JAN-2016

DIRECT

ATTENDING VETERINARIAN AND ADEQUATE VETERINARY CARE (DEALERS AND EXHIBITORS).
2.40(b)(2) Attending Veterinarian and adequate veterinary care (dealers and exhibitors)
*** 36 animals were found in need of veterinary care during the inspection. This included:
~ Animal 1: One female gray and white Syrian Hamster was housed with her litter (containing 5 live pups) in the
trailer, fifth rack, row 3, box 5. This female hamster was thin and lethargic and in addition to the live pups one
freshly dead partially cannibalized hamster pup was also present in the enclosure. When examined, this hamster
had a large amount of soft wet brown debris around her tail consistent with diarrhea.
~ Animal 2: One gray and white Syrian Hamster was housed in a group enclosure in the trailer, first rack, row 2,
box 3.

This animal had a right eye that was sunken, crusted with brown debris and was held partially shut when

identified by the inspector.
~ Animal 3: One dark gray Syrian Hamster with white feet was housed in a group enclosure in the trailer, first
rack, row 6, box 7.

This animal had a patch of hair loss on its back and nose. The area of hair loss on the back

was approximately 1cm in diameter and the underlying skin appeared normal. The area on the nose was smaller
and underlying skin appeared crusty. When identified by the inspector, the licensee stated that the hair loss on the
nose was just from pushing against the feeder and on the back was likely scars from fighting previously.
~ Animal 4: One female grey and white Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 5 live pups) in
Room #17, rack #1, row #2, box #3. This hamster had a wet area with brown discoloration on the underside of the
tail and chin consistent with diarrhea and grooming of the area. In addition to the live animals, there were also two
dead hamster pups in this enclosure. One of these was fresh and partially cannibalized. The second was older and
consisted only of dried fur and skin.
~ Animal 5: One male tan long-haired Syrian hamster was housed with a single other adult hamster in Room
#17, rack #3, row #3, box #19. This hamster had incomplete hair loss / thinning over the hind end of the body. The
underlying skin was dry and had numerous scabs. The facility representative stated that this was likely bites from
the other hamster and separated them when identified by APHIS Officials.
~ Animals 6-15: One brown female Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 9 live pups) in Room
#17, rack #3, row #1, box #5. The adult hamster had a moderate amount of wet brown debris under the tail
consistent with diarrhea. The hamster pups were all wet over the fur on the backs and had varying degrees of
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diarrhea on their hind end. In addition to the live animals there was also 1 dead pup in this enclosure.
~ Animals 16-22: Seven juvenile Gerbils were housed in room 5 of the 'Main Building' in rack #16, row #4, box
#7. This included 3 brown, 1 white, 2 black, and 1 tan all of which had areas of dark red-brown scabs over their
back and/tails. The most severely affected was the white gerbil which had scabs extending from the back of the
neck down the back to the base of the tail as well as hair loss in those areas. The licensee stated that there
appeared to be some aggression in this enclosure and removed the one animal that had the least amount of scabs,
presumed to be the aggressor and separated the enclosure for observation.
~ Animal 23: One black Russian dwarf hamster was housed with 7 other hamsters in box 5 of the hallway near
room 5 of the main building. This hamster had a large area of hair loss covering 1/4 to 1/3 of its head between the
eyes and ears. The skin underlying this area of hair loss had three large scabs present.
~ Animal 24: A white chinchilla was observed with hair loss on the sides of both ears. There was also some
scabbing in this area. This can be an indication that there is a medical issue. This animal had not yet received
veterinary attention. Measures need to be taken to provide appropriate veterinary care in a timely manner in order
to prevent the animal unnecessary pain and distress.
~ Animal 25: A black chinchilla was observed to have hair loss on its neck area. This hair loss extended full circle
around the entire neck. Hair loss can be a sign of a more serious health issue. This animal had not yet received
veterinary attention for this condition.
~ Animal 26: A grey chinchilla was observed with an abnormal reddening area around its eyes with areas of hair
loss. There was crusty discharge on both eyes and nose, and a cloudy discharge on the left eye. The eyes were
sunken in and the chinchilla was huddled in the enclosure and appeared depressed and lethargic. These signs are
indicators of a negative health issue and suggestive of systemic disease and animal discomfort. The animal had not
yet received veterinary care for this issue.
~ Animal 27: A white chinchilla was observed with hair loss between its ears on the back of its neck. The skin
underneath was bright pink in color. Hair loss can be a sign of a more serious health issue. This animal had not yet
received veterinary attention for this condition.
~ Animal 28: A black chinchilla was observed with a cloudy "hazy" appearance in both eyes. This condition
affected the center of the eye in the middle of the cornea. There was a discharge noted in the left eye. This could
be an indication of a serious underlying medical issue and can cause distress to the animal. The chinchilla had not
received vet care for this condition.
~ Animal 29: A black chinchilla was observed squinting with a discharge from both eyes. The animal was not
opening the eye fully, which may be an indication of discomfort or pain. The animal remained huddled in the corner
of the enclosure and seemed reluctant to move around compared to the normal movements of the healthy
chinchillas. The chest area was wet and had a crusty appearance. The chinchilla had not received vet care for this
condition.
~ Animal 30: A white chinchilla was observed with a discharge from both eyes. This can be an indication of a
more serious illness affecting the animal, and could possibly cause distress to the animal. The chinchilla had not yet
received veterinary care for this issue.
~ Animal 31: In the Hut on the top row bin 1 a black and white guinea pig was observed with a crusty discharge
from the left eye. The animal was not opening the eye fully, which may be an indication of discomfort. The guinea
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pig had not received veterinary care for this issue.
~ Animal 32: One light sable juvenile ferret housed in the Ferret / Rabbit room had a right eye that was partially
closed and had an accumulation of light brown crusty debris present.
~ Animal 33: One tricolor Abyssinian-type guinea pig was present in the "Hut" building on the male rack, row #5,
tub #3 (co-housed with 13 other guinea pigs). This guinea pig had a small circular area of hair loss just above the
nose with a small central scab. The surrounding skin was dry and crusty.
~ Animal 34: One light tricolor rough coated "teddy-bear" type guinea pig was present in the "Hut" building on the
male rack, row #5, tub #3 (co-housed with 14 other guinea pigs). This guinea pig had a right eye that was being
held partially closed and had brown crusty debris on the upper and lower lid accumulating in the corner of the eye
closest to the nose.
~ Animal 35: One white Abyssinian-type guinea pig with a brown patch near the eye was present in the "Hut"
building on the male rack, row #2, tub #8 (co-housed with 14 other guinea pigs). This guinea pig had a left eye that
was being held partially closed. There was a small amount of crusty debris accumulated along the lower lid and at
the corner nearest the eye.
~ Animal 36: One grey agouti with white guinea pig with a single rosette on the head (Crested / American-type)
was present in the "Hut" building of the male rack, row #4, box #8 (co-housed with 9 other guinea pigs). This
guinea pig had a left eye that was completely sealed shut with brown crusty debris. When examined the eye could
not be opened with gentle wiping.
The facility maintains an area within each room for animals requiring additional care, however, none of the animals
listed above were identified by facility staff prior to inspection. All of these animals / enclosures were mixed with the
general population of animals in their respective rooms. The clinical signs of hair loss, eye abnormalities, loose
stool / diarrhea, and general lethargy / depression are all indicators of ill-health or disease. These conditions can
result from multiple causes including traumatic injury and infectious diseases, or other causes. Depending on the
underlying cause, left untreated these conditions may progress leading additional unnecessary animal suffering.
Animals exhibiting advanced signs of disease such as generalized lethargy, depression, and weight loss are also at
an increased risk of death when left untreated and several dead animals were found in the above enclosures.
Additionally, pre-weaning juvenile animals whose mothers' have died are at significant risk of suffering and or death
if appropriate steps are not taken to properly diagnose the cause of death, provide appropriate treatment and
supportive care, or humanely euthanize individuals if they are not old enough to self-feed and survive on their own.
All licensees are required to implement appropriate methods for adequate veterinary care including the use of
methods to prevent, control, diagnose, and treat disease for all animals. Appropriate diagnosis and treatment of
these animals is necessary to ensure humane care. Correct by reporting these animals to the attending
veterinarian and having them examined by a licensed veterinarian for diagnosis and the development of an
appropriate treatment plan for each animal condition. Documentation of this examination, the treatment plan,
implementation of the treatments, and recommendations for prevention / control of disease spread to the remaining
animals shall be maintained by the licensee for examination by APHIS Officials upon request.
To be completed by: 8 January 2016
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Note: Facility representatives brought several animals to the attending veterinarian as they were identified during
inspection. The animals received immediate appropriate attention. Documentation of examination by the attending
veterinarian and the treatment recommendations was provided to APHIS Officials for many of the most severely
affected animals during the inspection and prior to the exit interview.

*** In addition to the animals requiring veterinary care for physical ailments listed above, one Roborovski dwarf
hamster exhibiting an abnormal repetitive (stereotypic) behavior was identified by inspectors. This tan hamster was
cohoused with 7 other Roborovski dwarf hamsters in box 3 of the hallway near room 5 of the main building and was
observed for several minutes during which time it consistently jumped in "back flip" motion. The animal would
backflip, run several paces forward into the same starting position and then back flip again, repeating this process
greater than 20 times in a row with little to no deviation to the behavior. The animal continued this behavior even
when other animals in the enclosure walked in its path only making minor alterations as were necessary to continue
the behavior. APHIS Officials were able to disrupt the behavior by talking or moving the enclosure at which time the
animal burrowed and/or ate a few bites of food, only to return to the stereotypic behavior shortly after. APHIS
Officials returned to this area to observe the animal again approximately 30 minutes later at which time the animal
was still preforming this abnormal behavior. The facility representative stated that this had not been observed by
the facility previously and no steps had been taken to identify or address the cause. Abnormal repetitive behaviors
often called stereotypies are a behavioral indicator of stress and can be detrimental to the animal. All licensees are
required to use appropriate methods to prevent control, diagnose, and treat diseases and injuries including this type
of behavioral disease. Correct by having this animal examined by the attending veterinarian so that appropriate
methods for diagnosis, treatment, and continued monitoring can be taken to identify and correct the cause of the
behavior. A record of this examination, treatment recommendations, and implementation of the treatment plan shall
be maintained by the facility for review by APHIS Officials upon request.
To be completed by: 12 January 2016

2.40(b)(3)
ATTENDING VETERINARIAN AND ADEQUATE VETERINARY CARE (DEALERS AND EXHIBITORS).
16 dead animals were identified by APHIS Officials during the inspection. These animals were often present in
enclosures which contained additional live animals and the deceased were in various states of decomposition.
~ Animals 1-6: One female gray and white Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 5 deceased
pups) in Room #17, rack #1, row 1, box 1. This female hamster and her pups were all dead and there was a strong
odor of decomposition in this enclosure and nearby. The adult hamster was bloated and there were portions of the
skull exposed. The pups were all furred, but younger than weaning age.
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~ Animal 7: One female gray and white Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 6 live pups) in
Room #17, rack #1, row 1, box 2. In addition to these animals, there were three clumps of fur and skin consistent
with a deceased cannibalized pre-weaning pup. This may have come from one animal or multiple. The adult
female hamster and remaining pups were all alert and active.
~ Animal 8: One female brown Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 7 live pups) in Room #17,
rack #2, row #1, box #2. The adult hamster in this enclosure was dead but remained intact and had no obvious
outward signs of the cause of death.
~ Animal 9: One female brown and white Syrian hamster was housed singly in Room #17, rack #3, row #4, box
#2. This hamster was dead and there was a large amount of dried dark brown material caked around her rectum.
This material appeared consistent with diarrhea.
~ Animal 10: Three juvenile gerbils were housed in room 5 of the "Main Building" in rack #15, row #7, box #7. In
addition to the live animals one dead tan gerbil was present in this enclosure. On examination this animal had an
accumulation of brown debris under the tail consistent with diarrhea.
~ Animal 11: One tan female Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 5 live pups of pre-weaning
age) in Room #17, rack #4, row #1, box #6. The adult hamster in this enclosure was dead and had a significant
accumulation of brown debris under the tail consistent with diarrhea. Additionally there were 3 dead pups in this
enclosure. This included 2 pups that were relatively fresh and one that was only fur and dried skin.
~ Animal 12: One dead hamster observed in the enclosure in room 17, line #9 row 1 rack 4 top #2. This pre
weanling pup was housed with the female hamster and the remaining pups (6 total). The dead pup remained intact
and had no obvious outward signs of the cause of death. The remaining animal housed in the enclosure did not
exhibit any obvious signs of illness, and were alert and active.
~ Animal 13: One Syrian hamster was housed with her offspring in room 17, line #9 rack 1, row 7 bin 2. This
adult female was found dead was housed in the enclosure, the remaining pre-weaning offspring were still alive.
There was a wound observed encompassing the entire top portion of the head, where the offspring had
cannibalized the carcass. The remaining hamsters in the enclosure were of normal appearance with no signs of
illness.
~ Animal 14: One female tan Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 6 live pups) in Room #17.
The female was observed dead with the left hind leg having decomposed and or cannibalized. The skin was
removed and the underlying bones were exposed.

The remaining pups were all alert and active.

~ Animal 15: One female tan Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 5 live pups) in Room #17,
line 8 row 7 bin 2. In addition to these animals, there was one clump of fur and skin consistent with a deceased
cannibalized pre-weaning pup. This may have come from one animal or multiple. The adult female hamster and
remaining pups were all alert and active.
~ Animal 16: One female tan Syrian hamster was housed with her litter (containing 8 live pups) in Room #17,
line #7 rack 4 row 7 bin 4. In addition to these animals, there was one deceased cannibalized pre-weaning pup.
The adult female hamster and remaining pups were all alert and active.

All licensees are required to conduct daily observations of all animals to assess their health and well-being. The
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facility representative stated that employees conduct observations while providing feed and water on a daily basis
as well as when changing cages as needed. Observation "Loss" logs were present in every room, however, these
were inconsistently filled out by the facility personnel. When these logs were completed, there was no method in
place to determine whether the abnormalities were reported to the attending veterinarian or the outcome of the
condition (treatment, improvement, euthanasia, etc). The presence of 16 deceased animals listed above in various
states of decomposition, as well as the 36 animals found in need of veterinary care indicate that these observations
are not being conducted in an effective manner at this time. Correct by modifying husbandry procedures as
necessary to ensure that animals are observed effectively on a daily basis. Additionally, the licensee shall ensure
that when such problems are identified accurate information shall be reported to the attending veterinarian in a
timely manner. Records of the changes in procedures and training of employees to conduct more effective
observations shall be maintained for APHIS Officials upon request.
To be completed by: 12 January 2016

2.40(b)(4)
ATTENDING VETERINARIAN AND ADEQUATE VETERINARY CARE (DEALERS AND EXHIBITORS).
The licensee currently lacks adequate guidance to personnel regarding euthanasia of animals conducted by the
facility. The Methods used for Euthanasia were not adequately described in the Program of veterinary Care stating
only that animals could be euthanized by either the veterinarian or the licensee and by Carbon Dioxide or Sodium
Pentobarbital but not differentiating who was permitted to use which method, for which species, or what staff
training was required. When APHIS officials questioned facility personnel in charge of performing euthanasia and
the methods which they were trained, the reply was that the procedure was " learned on the internet". The
licensee must seek adequate guidance from the Attending Veterinarian (AV) and ensure that all employees are
appropriately trained in these techniques including positive determination of death as directed by the AV before they
are allowed to perform these responsibilities. A complete description of the methods used including a description
of these procedures and designation for which species it is appropriate must be included in the program of
veterinary care. Failure to obtain adequate guidance from the AV regarding this topic may result in deviation from
acceptable practices without the veterinarians' knowledge and lead to unnecessary animal suffering. Correct by
ensuring that additional guidance as described above is incorporated into the PVC and that records of staff training
in these methods are maintained from this point forward.
To be completed by: 18 January 2016

2.75(b)(1)
RECORDS: DEALERS AND EXHIBITORS.
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A record of animals on hand was not available for review. In addition, the facility does not maintain adequate
records of animals that have been born or euthanized at the facility. Records are required in order to adequately
verify the total number of animals housed at the facility. A system of recordkeeping containing the above required
information must be maintained and available for review.
To be completed by: 18 January 2016

3.25(a)
FACILITIES, GENERAL.
Several escaped animals were observed in multiple buildings throughout the inspection. This included loose
hamsters observed in the trailer, the chinchilla area of the main building, and the hut. Additionally, one escaped
guinea pig was observed in the hut and one escaped chinchilla was observed in the hamster area of the main
building. Injury can occur from falls and exposure to dangerous substances when an animal escapes out of its
enclosure.

In addition, there were several hamster enclosures observed with full thickness cracks in the bottoms,

some of which were covered with tape. Correct by ensuring that all primary enclosures are maintained in good
repair and that they properly contain the animals. Additionally ensure worn enclosure must be replaced when
necessary.
To be completed by: 8 February 2016

3.26(b)
FACILITIES, INDOOR.
Upon entering the Hamster room 17, a strong ammonia smell was noticeable. This odor was considerable and
began to cause discomfort and burn APHIS officials eyes and noses during the inspection process. This situation
can cause the animals housed in the room unnecessary discomfort. In addition, poor ventilation can contribute to
the spread of disease. Ventilation must be adequate to provide for the health and comfort for the animals. Correct
by ensuring that adequate fresh air is provided and that this area is properly ventilated to minimize drafts, odors,
and moisture condensation.
To be completed by: 8 February 2016

3.29(d)
FEEDING.
When APHIS officials questioned an employee about the sanitation schedule for cleaning of the feeders in the
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hamster rooms, they were told that the feeders were cleaned only when they were contaminated or when the
hamster is removed from the room at the end of the breeding span. This may be as great as 21 weeks. In
addition, approximately 1 out of every 25 feeders had a buildup of rust observed. This frequency of sanitization is
inadequate and can allow a buildup of dust and debris on the food, which may lead to illness. All licensees must
ensure that food receptacles are kept clean and must be sanitized at least once every 2 weeks or as often as
necessary to prevent deterioration of food. Correct by ensuring that these receptacles are cleaned and sanitized as
required from this point forward.
To be completed by: 18 January 2016

3.30
WATERING.
At least 15 water bottles observed in the hamster enclosures in Rooms 17, 18 and the Hut, were dirty and
contained floating debris. Three bottles were observed with algae growing inside of them. In addition, several racks
of enclosures were observed with a significant dust buildup on the outside of the bottles. Dirty water can cause the
animals to become ill or have a negative health impact. Correct by ensuring water receptacles are sanitized at a
frequency which prevents the buildup of debris, and at a minimum every two weeks.
To be completed by: 12 January 2016

3.31(a)(4)
SANITATION.
The wash area in the Hut building did not have hot water readily available to clean enclosures, food, and water
receptacles. The facility representative stated that the hot water has been turned off at the heater due to leaking
valves and that it must be turned on at the water heater. APHIS officials observed employees using the wash area,
but when the water temperature in sinks was assessed by touch it was found to be ice cold. Employees appear to
be washing the enclosures with cold water. When the valves were turned on at the hot water heater by
management the water did in fact become hot at the washing station. Cold water is not as effective at removing
excreta, bacteria, or other contaminants and this practice will not result in enclosures being adequately sanitized
which may possibly lead disease transmission and other negative health impact on the animals. Licensees must
ensure that primary enclosures are sanitized using hot water of 180 degrees and soap or detergent as in a
mechanical cage wash, by washing with a detergent solution and then using an appropriate disinfectant, or by
cleaning with live steam. Correct by ensuring repairing that there is a continuous supply of hot water available for
cleaning and disinfection or by using an alternate method as allowed by regulation.
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To be completed by: 18 January 2016

3.31(a)
SANITATION.
Many of the hamster and guinea pig enclosures had a significant buildup of a tan to white hard mineral type deposit
in the corners which appeared to be urine scale. The facility representative stated that they periodically do an acid
wash to remove this buildup, but this is typically done only annually during the warm months. This accumulation of
debris reduces the cleaning and disinfection efficiency and can possibly have a negative health impact on the
animal. Correct by ensuring that enclosures are cleaned and sanitized often enough to prevent and with
appropriate methods to remove this accumulation of excreta.
To be completed by: 8 February 2016

3.33(b)
CLASSIFICATION AND SEPARATION.
A domestic cat was observed sleeping in an open shipping container in the Hut building. This building houses
guinea pigs contained in primary enclosures that are large, open toped bins. The primary enclosures are not
designed in a manner that would exclude this free roaming cat (or other animals) from entering the bins. Cats are a
predatory animal and may injure or cause unnecessary stress to the guinea pigs. In addition, this could negatively
affect the health of the animals contributing to the spread of disease either carried from the outside or from
enclosure to enclosure. When identified by inspectors, the cat was removed from the building and then noticed
walking into the room again from the rear of the building shortly afterwards. When attempting to determine how the
cat was back, inspectors observed that the back door to the Hut building did not close or latch properly. A bleach
bottle was observed holding the door closed, however, this bottle could not be propped in place when employees
left through the back door allowing the cat to regain entry to the room. Guinea pigs must not be housed in the same
primary enclosure as other species. Considering the guinea pigs in this area are housed in open bins and this cat
can freely enter the building, it is clear that there is currently no method in place to prevent other animals from
entering the guinea pig enclosures. Correct by ensuring that other species of animals, especially potential
predators, are not permitted access to animal areas with open topped primary enclosures. Additionally, the facility
must ensure that the door is repaired and closes securely to adequately protect the animals contained in this
building.
Corrected at the time of inspection
3.53(a)(1)
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PRIMARY ENCLOSURES.
There were many support beams for the rabbit enclosures which were observed to have a heavy buildup of rust. In
addition, the wire coating for the floors was completely eroded in most areas, exposing the wire underneath. If not
addressed, the degree of rust may lead to these structures becoming structurally unsound, and thus may cause
injury to the animals contained within. Primary enclosures must be maintained in good repair and must be
structurally sound. Correct by repairing or replacing these enclosures.
To be completed by: 8 February 2016

3.56
SANITATION.
There was a buildup of hair, urine scale and debris observed in the majority of the rabbit enclosures. The buildup of
brown urine scale in the corners of these cages was enough that it was off the wire creating a lumpy 3-dimensional
appearance. The facility representative stated that these cages are regularly brought outside the building and
pressure washed and then disinfected using a bleach solution outdoors. This accumulation of urine scale is
significant enough to indicate that the current cleaning and disinfection procedures are either not adequate or not
being done with sufficient frequency to meet the required cleaning requirements. This condition is insanitary and
can harbor bacteria and possibly cause the rabbits to become ill. All enclosures must be kept reasonably free of
excreta, hair and other debris. Additionally, the enclosures must be sanitized at least every 30 days in accordance
with 3.56(b). Correct by ensuring that these enclosures are cleaned and sanitized at a higher frequency or through
alternate methods in order to prevent this condition.
To be completed by: 18 January 2016
3.128(d)
SPACE REQUIREMENTS.
All chinchilla at the facility are currently being maintained in primary enclosures which are 16 inches x 18 inches and
approximately 14 inches high. These cages were all one level and had a solid bottom containing pine type
woodchips. Each enclosure contained 1-2 Chinchilla, and two enclosures housing a breeding pair plus one
offspring. When asked about the length of time the animals are held in these enclosures, the facility representative
acknowledged that there is no current method in place for tracking that on an individual basis, but that the primary
caretaker for that room would probably know. While many animals are only housed short-term, approximately 25 30 are older breeders that have been present for long times. The facility representative also stated that the caging is
a recent change. Prior to the summer, the breeders (housed long-term) were kept in larger enclosures of an
alternate style, but that these were easier to clean so they were moved to these new enclosures. When the facility
representative was asked about access to dust baths he stated that they do not currently provide dust for these
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animals and that they roll around in the shavings when enclosures are cleaned. He also stated that when they used
to provide dust, however, it makes a large mess. Access to dust baths at least on a periodic basis is a necessary
part of chinchilla husbandry to maintain appropriate fur coat quality. The current enclosures and management
practices do not provide access to any space which allows for this normal behavior as needed for long term
housing. Additionally, chinchilla are active animals that typically require adequate space to jump as part of postural
adjustments. Multiple animals were observed bouncing off of wall sides and the current cage size is not adequate
to provide for normal species-typical social and postural adjustments for long-term housing of these animals.
Animal enclosures must be constructed and maintained to provide sufficient space to allow each animal to make
normal postural and social adjustments with adequate freedom of movement. Correct by ensuring that animals are
given access to adequate space for jumping and dust bathing to meet these requirements on a continuous or
periodic basis as dictated by behavior and natural history.
To be completed by: 8 Feb 2016.

The inspection was conducted on January 5 -6, 2016 and exit briefing was conducted on January 7, 2016 with Keri
Lupo, VMO and Dana Miller, SACS, two IES investigators and the Vice President of the facility.

Additional Inspectors
Miller Dana, Supervisory Animal Care Specialist
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Species Inspected
Cust No

Cert No

Site

Site Name

Inspection

2213

23-B-0042

001

MARTHA HOLMES

05-JAN-16

Count

Scientific Name

Common Name

001101

Cavia porcellus

DOMESTIC GUINEA PIG

000089

Chinchilla lanigera

CHINCHILLA

001619

Cricetulus griseus

CHINESE HAMSTER

000800

M. musculus

HOUSE MOUSE

000192

Meriones unguiculatus

MONGOLIAN GERBIL (COMMON PET / RESEARCH VARIETY)

009444

Mesocricetus auratus

SYRIAN / GOLDEN HAMSTER (COMMON PET/RESEARCH TYPE)

000030

Muscardinus avellanarius

HAZEL DORMOUSE

000173

Norvegicus

DUMBO RAT

000026

Oryctolagus cuniculus

EUROPEAN RABBIT

000670

Phodopus campbelli

CAMPBELLS DWARF HAMSTER

000534

Phodopus roborovskis

ROBOROVSKIS DWARF HAMSTER

001102

Phodopus sungorus

WINTER WHITE RUSSIAN DWARF HAMSTER

015780

Total
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